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ABOUT US

Mr. Amith Bajla, an alumnus of the globally-renowned
London School of Economics and IIM Ahmedabad,
acquired valuable business and organization management
experience with several corporates including Unilever,
London before launching Taurian World School in 2008. Since
then, by introducing international corporate best practices
into the education sector, Mr. Bajla has nurtured an
administrative and management team which manages TWS
with clockwork precision while employing globally
benchmarked liberal pedagogies and child-friendly
education systems. He wants to bequeath two things in a
child; rst one is roots, the other one is wings.

There's a huge gap between what is offered in formal
education and what life is really all about. The School
attempts to bridge that gap. There's a focus on a child's
creative skills and developing the mind's powers. The School
has classes from LKG to Grade XII running in the CBSE stream.
The mission of TWS is not just to disseminate knowledge, but to
create values and maintain the sacred re of learning, by
inculcating a curiosity for discovery and a thrill for adventure
in an atmosphere of mutual trust and caring in the students
who come here to seek knowledge.

Students who are inducted in to the system at an early age
benet greatly in terms of their personal and academic
growth. It is an established fact that children develop their
sense of self very early in life especially through their parents,
teachers, and other mentors and by peer interaction. Taurian
actually serves as a home away from home. Here individual
attention is given to each student. Words of encouragement
and appreciation urge the students to perform better.

In a day and age when wide open spaces are hard to come
by, Taurian World School nurtures its wards in a beautiful 65
acre, pollution-free, eco-friendly campus away from the
chaos of the city. The school's approach to learning is one
which focuses not only on academic excellence but also in
helping students develop their character, creativity, values,
personal leadership and the spirit of enterprise necessary for
them to achieve their full potential as global citizens and
leaders of the future. “Growing up in the Greens.” In keeping
with its philosophy, learning at TWS focuses on growth from
within as opposed to growth based on external parameters.

The school also tries to ensure a collaborative learning culture
and climate linked to student learning based on distributed
leardership while building up positive and effective
interdependencies among peer groups.

Mision
Taurian World School strives to create responsible citizens who are condent and prepared to shape their future and that of their local and
global community.The school will guide its graduates to meet their potential, recognising and developing their individual talents and
characters. Taurian students will be passionate learners, empathetic towards others, and ready to take the lead in their chosen eld.

Vision
Taurian World School’s vision is to become the leading scholastic institution, by providing holistic education to our students. Our goal is to
empower students to thrive in an environment that demands standards of conduct, ethical behaviour, integrity, spiritual values, community
service and competition.
Within a supportive and caring environment, we see that our students are encouraged to set goals and strive for excellence, while
inculcating leadership skills and a sense of individual responsibility. We want our students to learn to make their own decisions and to
collectively handle responsibilities in a structure that works like a student-run corporation.
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Chairman’s Message

I

t is a matter of pride for me to pen down the message for the brochure of Taurian World School. As I bask into the grandeur of all the years
that Taurian World School has been in existence, what comes to my mind is that: “Success comes to those who work hard and stays
with those, who don't rest on the laurels of the past.”

It is very much apparent that we live today in a world that is so very different from the one we grew up in, the one we were educated in.
Today, the role of a school is not only to impart knowledge that encompasses the prescribed syllabi of the institution but also that of the
world beyond the classroom. We should all be fascinated by the work of a sculptor. Through his chiseled touch, the cold and unpolished
stone becomes a living mould. The more the marble is carved and shaped, the more the statue is softened into life by sheer passion,
dedication and vision of the artist. Likewise, an angel in each child is sincerely sought at TWS and every possible endeavour is undertaken to
hone it by attaching the wings of opportunity through the tools of education. Eventually, a successful ight of dreams full of conviction is
observed to happen!
Change in today's world is riding an accelerated pace and we need to pause and reect it on the entire education system. I rmly
believe that students must be taught how to think, not what to think. That reminds me of the great words of wisdom by Aristotle,
“Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all.” As we divulge education to match the advancement of
technology and globalization, we at TWS, march our children ahead with the ethos of moral and ethical principles.
Taurian World School strives to move ahead taking giant leaps from the conventional teaching methodologies by integrating technology
which is far more innovative, interactive and relevant in today's perspective. Belonging to a nation of intellectually empowered youth gives
us an opportunity to unleash the power within the students by enabling our young ones to connect with knowledge and capitalizing on the
opportunities coming their way! It is for this very reason that I forayed into this sector, about 10 years ago. It has been my single-handed focus
to ensure that our students of today get the best environment at TWS to shape their coming future.
Right from the inception, my stress was on a design that epitomizes my vision of grooming children as well-rounded future leaders through
all-round development across education, extra-curricular activities and sports. I also wanted the infrastructure to be seen as a condence
building measure to assure all parents that their children would only get the very best at Taurian World School.
The campus, sports and academic facilities all bear testimony to this effort. In order to promote an internationally acceptable education
our key focus has also been on faculty development – providing continuous teacher training in order to deliver real value education and
excellence in academics. Teachers are trained not only to teach well but are also expected to inspire condence and trust in their students
and become role models.
We fortunately have a committed and supportive management, dedicated teachers, caring and cooperative parents, who blend
harmoniously to create a child-centric school which I am sure will enable our pupils to think, create and unfold the magic of ecstatic
imaginations.
TWS is my tribute to children.

Amith Bajla
Chairman
(LL. M, London School of Economics)
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Principal’s Message

T

he goal of TWS is to provide exceptional holistic education to our
diverse student body, instilling in them a love of learning, the ability to
think independently, and the condence to pursue their dreams and
goals. We are a World School rooted in Indian “values” and we aim to
provide an education that will help the children to grow up to being
Global citizens.
Twenty Nineteen was yet an another successful year which can be
proudly written in the annals of TWS History. We were awarded #1 Co-Ed
Boarding school in Ranchi & Jharkhand and #12 in India by
‘ EducationWorld’ India School Ranking Awards 2019 for the 9th
consecutive time. We also received #1 Boarding School Award in
Jharkhand & Ranchi and Ranked #15 in India by EducationToday
Magazine Bangalore.
Taurian World School has always remained rmly committed to venture
beyond excellence. We have Internationalism as a practicing culture to
enable the youth to emerge as condent global citizens and contribute
wholeheartedly thereby enriching to the fullest . We aim to deliver an
international infrastructure with world class facilities and educational
program beyond the limits of the academic curriculum.
In order to further consolidate the teaching learning process, the Student
Academic Support System (SASS) was introduced which not only
acclimatizes the students in demonstrating academic excellence but also
helps them overcome educational and personal challenges. The SASS
acts as a bridge between the current academic status of a child and the
potential of a child to achieve what he/she can.
I convey my earnest appreciation to the entire Taurian Fraternity for their
uninching support as always. In pursuit of excellence in Education, I am
sure that with your support and patronage, we can empower your child to
cross several milestones of achievements in years to come.

Dr. Subhash Kumar
Principal
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SPORTS DO NOT BUILD CHARACTER. THEY REVEAL IT.
Taurian World School can easily boast of having extraordinary facilities for the development of sporting talents among students. Specialist
coaches for Swimming, Football, Volleyball, Cricket, Basket ball, Squash, Lawn Tennis, Table Tennis, Archery etc and vast open elds provide
ample space for each of these sports to be conducted in a very organized manner. Morning PT and Yoga classes help to develop good
body and mind control. A healthy body will denitely have a healthy mind and that's what Taurian aims at.
In addition to these, students can also choose to be trained in horse riding and swimming for which the school is well equipped with a Horse
Riding Arena with 15+ horses under Taurian Equestrian Center and a semi Olympic swimming pool. These facilities not only develop the
individual sporting talents of the students but they also learn to work together as a team. They learn to play fair and hard. They also learn to
win or lose gracefully without becoming greatly affected by either outcome.

At Taurian World School every child is nurtured and cared for. Here we strive to harness the individual potential and provide our students with
the opportunity to learn and grow in a safe and comfortable environment that encourages inquisitiveness, responsiveness and respect for
others.
In every student's life, hard work and efforts are required to chisel the personality. TWS undoubdtedly plays a pivotal role in sculpting the
learners. We provide varied opportunities for our students to tap their talents and skills. The opportunities that we create to develop and
enhance the public speaking of our students through participation in the morning assemblies, debates and panel discussions have not only
helped to rene their speech but also to think and answer on the spur of the moment that has indeed made our students condent speakers.
5
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ACADEMICS
PRIMARY EDUCATION
Our primary section education is inquiry based and child-centric
so that your little ones nd joy in learning. The interactive and
engaging curricula with a delightful faculty helps transform the
curious minds into active learners and help them grow. The highly
energetic environment complements experiential learning with
curricular activities for holistic education & based on
international pedagogy.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Secondary education marks the stepping stone for higher
education for a student and is the most formative period in a
child’s life. With our motto to help your children grow as
successful individuals, we pave the path for meaningful
education, right from this early academic stage.

SENIOR SECONDARY EDUCATION
Senior secondary education is the gateway to specialized
studies for students. At this level, students opt for their future
academic careers based on their interest and abilities. The
students are provided strong academic guidance and support
through our Taurian Guidance Cell which will help them for
competitive exams in their near future. They have options to opt
from any of these streams (Science, Commerce & Humanities)

TAURIAN CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK
The Taurian Curriculum Framework has been designed to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and caring young people who will help to
create a better and more peaceful world through intercultural understanding and respect. This curriculum encourages students to develop
cross curricular themes and activities to develop individuals into active, compassionate and lifelong learners who understand that other
people, with their differences, can also be right.
Through the Taurian Curriculum Framework we aim to be an outstanding school where young people enjoy learning, achieve highly and
enter into the adult world with condence. We aim to produce an environment that encourages each pupil to develop qualities of selfdiscipline, organisation, motivation and the enjoyment of working hard which makes them condent and competent members of society.
6

“The More Difcult The Victory, The Greater The Happiness In Winning.”
At Taurian World School sports and games play a major role in the child's life and on his road towards holistic development. With great
emphasis on physical tness, TWS aims at enhancing social and cognitive development in children. This, the school believes,
strongly encourages self-worth and makes for a better personality, while heightening all round development.
Students are encouraged to explore the school's extensive sports infrastructure that includes:

Aerobics to Improve Physical Fitness

Horse Riding Facilities with Thoroughbred Horses

One-of-a-kind Elevated Night Lit Basketball Court

Cricket Field with Net Practice Facility

Gymnastics to Develop Strength and Agility

Soccer Field

Squash Courts with Viewing Walls

Semi-Olympic Sized Swimming Pool

Yoga Facility under Qualied Instructors

Well-Equipped Table Tennis Club

Lawn Tennis Courts

Archery

Athletics and Various Track and Field Sports

Variety of Martial Arts

Taurian World School and its range of outdoor and indoor sports training facilities is more than equipped to train students and help them
tap their athletic potential while also learning the true meaning of sportsmanship.

7

MULTI-SPORTS CULTURE

basketball

lawn tennis

football

martial arts

table tennis

squash

swimming

horse1 riding

cricket
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Library
Taurian World School has a 5600sq. ft integrated library with
state of the art architecture which offers 15,000 print volumes
and 50 journal subscriptions.
Morever, the library constructed entirely of glass structure is
bright and spacious. It is equipped with a variety of print and
non-print materials, computer hard ware and software and
other resources which fully support the school's curriculum.

Transport
The safety and comfort of our students and staff travelling from
the city to school and back are of paramount importance too.
TWS has a eet of air-conditioned school buses that adhere to the
highest safety standards. Manned by well trained drivers and
attendants, our transport service operates throughout the city of
Ranchi. We have also installed a GPS tracking, Camera and
Emergency System and SMS system in all our buses to raise the
security level.

Medical
For us, the health of our students is of primary concern. We have
an excellent medical centre on campus with medical
professionals available round the clock. Quaterly health
checkups are held class-wise for all the students.
TWS has a 25 bedded in-house inrmary within the campus with
three qualied resident medical professionals and necessary
supporting staff. The clinic has an isolation unit, stretcher, wheel
chairs and oxygen cylinders. Minor ailments are attended to
immediately and in case of emergency, we are having a tie-up
with the best multi-specialty hospital in Ranchi, The Orchid
Hospital. TWS also has well equipped Ambulance for
emergencies 24x7.
At the time of admission, we acquire each student's medical
records (including information on any allergies) so that it will be
referred whenever he / she comes to the medical centre.
Emergency rst-aid is provided in case of any accident and
the child is rushed to a hospital if the situation so worsens.
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Laundry
To ensure that boarding students lead a hassle-free life in a
clean environment, the school has its own Industrial & fully
automated Laundry machine divided into washing and
ironing sections.

Security
At TWS, special care has been undertaken to ensure that our students are accommodated protectively and are comfortable in all respects
during their stay in school. TWS has a reliable security system with professional security personnel, a completely fenced with 8 feet tall
concrete wall with razor sharp barbed wire, 24x7 guard duty, watchdog are in place to safe guard the sprawling campus. The security
guards are deployed in key areas under the supervision of a chief security ofcer.
Keeping all the man-made and natural disasters happening in mind, TWS has the security enforced by manning all vulnerable areas and
points such as the dormitory, in or out gates, electrical installations and vehicle parking areas and a female staff stationed at the girl's hostel
too. Area and perimeter patrolling by security guards during after-hours ensure the security of the area. Our campus is equipped with 240
CCTVs across the campus. Aayas for small children, Lady Attendant in each bus and outside each bathroom are also allotted for maximum
protection.
6
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MUSIC & DANCE
At TWS, we not only teach our young artists to use their voice and
instruments to express their feelings, but we also team them some
important learning functions - we teach them pattern, pulse,
rhyme and structure, without the complication of language; we
also teach them the way humans bond and express emotion
through music which in turn gives them pleasure as well as
encourage their imagination and story-telling.

POTTERY
Pottery classes at TWS improves self-esteem because our children
learn to have control over their projects and they can see quick
results too. Here, Perfection is not the goal; Creation is; no matter
how many steps its takes to achieve it. We use ceramic clay
which is safe and easy to handle. As our students learn, how to
manipulate the ceramic clay, they also realize that their minds
can be powerful tools too. Their ne motor skills get better, as
working with clay requires hand-eye coordination.

EDUCATIONAL TRIPS
The main objectives of the educational trips at TWS is to reinforce
classroom material by exposing the students to real world
situations not compromising on their enjoyment. They are also
exposed to new cultures which gives them an experience of a
life time. Educational trips enables students to acquire a more
integrated, holistic picture of all the information absorbed in the
classroom.

YOGA
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In order to perfectly accomplish school tasks, prepare for exams,
improve performance, students need a rejuvenating system
which aims towards building up of a healthy mind along with a
healthy body. At TWS, our students religiously practice yoga
which is considered to be that harmonizing system which works
towards rejuvenating their body, mind and soul.

Organic

Farming
“ORGANIC” FOOD FOR THOUGHT
It is important for our students to eat well, get plenty of sleep and plan some quiet time each week to ensure they are well-organised for
school and co-curricular commitments.
Morning and evening meals generally are enjoyed in the Dining Room where the students catch up with staff after a busy day. Our chefs and
services team play an important role in ensuring the kids have plenty of fresh food daily.
Some Features of our Organic Farm :Drip-Irrigation system of Galcon. It is a bypass type Fertijet machine; Fertijet is designed to inject nutrients into the irrigation water pipe with
high accuracy, by a set of venturi type fertilizer injectors, along with EC & pH control.
Students of our school do organic farming by themselves.
Students also get involved in the nursery in polyhouse, sowing seeds, irrigation and use organic manures for plants.
The students themselves prepare Jeevamrut which is considered to be an excellent source of natural carbon; biomass, Nitrogen,
Phosphorous, Potassium and lot of other micro nutrients required for the crops.
In our Farm we produce various vegetables such as Carrot, Papaya, Cabbage, Cauliower, Green Pea and Capsicum which are rich
sources of nutrients. Similarly we produce many organic and fresh healthy nutritious vegetables in our farm. Some more vegetables like
Potato, Reddish, Coriander Leaf, Spinach, Green Chilly, Sponge gourd, Bitter gourd, Lady Finger and Tomato are also produced. These
vegetables when cooked have a deliciously taste and students love to eat them.
We also Produce Green fodder for our Cows & Horse. Green fodder plays major role in feed of animals. Any feed that is made from green
crop like legume crop, grass crops, cereals crops or tree based crops is called green fodder. Green fodder cultivation cut the cost of feed.
Fodders are made into silage and we used them in long time. This gives much nutrition to animals. Apart from this we also grow Napier Grass,
Baby-corn, Genera, Barshim, Oats, Green Gram, Green Pea Leaf, and Azolla.

12
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Dairy

Farm

At Taurian we have our own Dairy Farm where we have 55 healthy cows. An in house Veterinary Doctor takes care of them. He prescribes
proper diet for the cows so that the milk obtained is nutritious. He checks proper cleaning and whether the feed given to each cow is in
proper way and in balanced quantity. The feed given to cows are green fodder which is grown in our very own Organic farm.
Organic Milk produced from natural cows plays a signicant part in a child's growth. It strengthens and protects the body and mind to live a
fuller, more complete life each day. It is a well known fact that milk is a good source of vitamin D and calcium. Fresh and
pure Dairy cow milk is also perfect to balance a child's meal or their snack.
From the Organic Milk, we also produce Dairy foods like cheese, yogurt, buttermilk, cream, ghee, khoya and much more dairy products.Our
Cows are grass fed and have good content of omega-3 fats which is a good form of cholesterol for the body which helps in improving the
heart health and also prevents any cardiovascular conditions.
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ACHIEVEMENTS & AWARDS
Ranked as Jharkhand's No.1 Co-ed Boarding School for the 9th consecutive time since 2011 by by Education World India School Rankings
2019.
Ranked 12th at the National Level by Education World Rankings 2019 and No.15 in India by Education Today Awards 2019.
Ranked No.1 Boarding School in Ranchi and Jharkhand for the 4th time in 4 years by Education Today Magazine Award
Awarded the “Best School in Jharkhand to provide Global Exposure” by ASSOCHAM. The award was presented by Shri Saryu Rai, the
Honourable Minister for Parliamentary Affairs, Food, Public distribution & Consumer Affairs.
Awarded with Transforming Jharkhand Award 2018 by Karunya Institute of Technology and Sciences & Brand India for our exemplary
work in the eld of Education and contributing substantially for the Jharkhand State.
Presented with National Licence Operator awarded by the International Award for Young People in collaboration with the Duke of
Edinburgh's Award. Our School will act as the Youth Engaging Society Center (YES) to engage young people in our school/community to
promote youth development thus bringing positive change in the community.
Afliated to Equestrian Federation of India.
Mr. Amith Bajla, Founder and Chairman of Taurian World School received the “Highly Effective Edupreneurs of India Award” from Alert
Knowledge Services and was felicitated at the India Edupreneurship Summit & Award Ceremony on 16th July, 2017.
Mr. Amith Bajla, was also awarded the Rashtriya Education Award by the Indian Economic Development and Research Organization in
New Delhi in 2010.
Dr. Subhash Kumar, Principal and Mr. Vijay Paul, Academic Coordinator, Middle school were felicitated by PrabhatKhabar, for their
outstanding contribution in the eld of education on 10th September, 2016.
Dr. Subhash Kumar, Principal was honoured and felicitated with “Guru Samman” Award organized by PrabhatKhabar at RIMS
Auditorium on 11th September 2017. he was also awarded from Y’s Men’s club of Ranchi during their award function 2018 -19 on behalf of
TWS.
Seventeen students participated in State Level Model United Nations in Ranchi and won Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals.
TWS was host to approx. 400+ participants from 30+ participating schools covering Bihar & Jharkhand and Allahabad region (Lucknow,
Bareilly, Varanasi, Faizabad, Kanpur, Etawah, Vinmrakhand) during the CBSE East Zone Swimming Championship 2016.TWS ranked 5 th
with 115 points in the overall Championship and picked up 16 Gold, 4 Silver and 3 Bronze medals bringing the overall medal tally to 23.
Our enthusiastic swimmers won 3 Gold, 3 Silver and 2 Bronze in total in the C.B.S.E. East Zone swimming championship.
Soni Kumari of Bagged 1 Gold And 1 Silver Medal In The Cbse East Zone Swimming Championship 2018.
Three students bagged the 1st, 3rd and 2nd position in under 11, under 17 and under 21 category respectively in the 4th Jharkhand State
Squash Championship.
Ms. Barkha Rai won the Individual Championship in the Under 14 Girls category in the CBSE Cluster III Table Tennis Tournament.
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INITIATIVES
·

Scholarship Award to deserving students seeking admission
in Grade XI.

·

Student Academic Support System

·

Taurian Communicator's Meet

·

Parent Teacher Meets now referred to as “Connect”

·

Taurian Spor ng Talent Drive

·

Times of India NIE (Student Edi on)

·

Youth Leadership Programmes

·

Na onal Cadet Corps (NCC) Training in the TWS campus

·

Taurian Premiere League

·

Taurian Talent Search

·

Taurian Soccer League

·

Bagpipe Band for Primary

·

Inclusive Educa on Program

·

Coﬀee with Principal

·

Diagnos c Tests

·

Taurian English Concept Teaching

·

Literary Quest

·

Taurian Mathema cal Concept Teaching

·

Na onal Conference

·

Na onal Science Exhibi on

·

Student-led Morning Assemblies

·

Mock Parliament and MUN's

·

Taurian Guidance Cell for prepara on of students for compe
exams

·

Taurian Center of Excellence

·

Acclima za on Sessions

·

Taurian Reading Thrill

·

Professional Development Day for Teachers

ve

·

Scholas c Book Fair

·

Taurian Cricket Academy

·

Taurian Equestrian Center

·

Taurian Archery Center

·

Taurian Learning Lab

·

Ceramic Po ery

BENEFITS OF BOARDING @TWS
The decision to send a child to a boarding school can be a difficult one for a family. But for many parents, there is little alternative as local
schooling options may be limited or non-existent. While this isn’t always the case, there are many factors parents need to weigh up when
considering boarding.
Boarding at TWS can expose students to opportunities that they would otherwise not have had. These benefits include:
ONE STOP SOLUTION

Daily schedule
emphasizes on a
judicious balance
between Scholastic &
Co-Scholastic

SECURITY

35 in house security
guards supervised by ex-CRPF
+ 240 security cameras, well laid
down protocol for
emergency night patrol
and supervision.

ENVIRONMENT

65 acres of lush
green environment with
extremely friendly and
approachable
management, teachers
and admin staff.

MEDICAL
24 hours medical
facility with Dedicated
Medical Team staying
inside the campus.
Fully Equipped A/C
Ambulance for
Emergency

GRADE ASSURANCE

Periodic analysis of
each student. Any
student scoring below
60%, automatically gets
enrolled for SASS
(Student Academic
Support System).

TRAVEL SAFE
Excellent conditioned
RTO approved buses
covering in and around Ranchi
offered for all
day students with an
authorised attendant for
supervision.

15
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PARTNERING WITH YOU

In order to maintain
transparency, we provide daily
SMS, Email reports
and conduct PTM’s, in addition
to a dedicated parent
correspondence team.

HEALTHY EATING
Nutritious meals
prepared under
extremely hygienic and
monitored conditions are
offered daily to all
residential and day
students, at no
additional cost.

ACTIVITIES

TWS offers a varied list
of sports and non-sport
activities which are guided
and marked by trained
coaches with opportunities
of inter school, district and
national level tournaments.

SELF-RELIANT

A campus with its own
water supply, dairy, vegetable
farm, horse stable, laundry and
all other support facilities.

MORE...
STRUCTURED AND HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT
Boarders @ TWS are known to graduate with exceptional character and demeanor. Here, students experience structured and disciplined
environment along with focus on their safety and health.
CONDUCIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
Boarders @ TWS are often exposed to a wider range of activities to broaden their learning. They use various facilities available inside the
campus which includes sports, music & dance, arts & pottery. They are also made to participate in various in-house activities for their
character building and overall development.
STUDENT TEACHER BONDING
With a teacher student ratio of 1:6, no child is missed out and individual attention and care is given to each child. Teachers stay inside the
campus to provide one to one learning to the students.
STRONG FOCUS ON ACADEMICS
Boarders learn punctuality and follow strict rules for studying at designated times. Periodic Analysis & Special focus on slow learners is a
priority at TWS.
CULTURAL DIVERSITY & LIFE LONG FRIENDSHIP
Boarders @ TWS live and attend classes with others students who are from a variety of cultures; making them learn, appreciate and respect
each other and also develop a life long bonding with one another. They also learn to be independent, responsible and disciplined.
SELF RELIANT
Boarders @ TWS quickly learn how to perform personal chores and complete school assignments by themselves. They learn to manage time,
money and resources.

Boys Hostel

Girls Hostel
16
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VISIT OF EMINENT PERSONALITIES

Ustad Amjad Ali Khan

Dhanraj Pillai

Ghulam Ali

Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam

Mr James Christensen (NASA)

Major General
1 R.V. Kanitkar
17

Pandit Ranaj Mishra & Sajan Mishra

GALLERY

music & dance

in house adventure camp

pottery

taurian archery centre

taurian equestrian centre

organic integrated learning

international tours

national science
exhibition
1

national conference
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GALLERY

nutritious food

well equipped library

progressive learning centre

music & dance

play pen

fully equipped lab
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Mrs. Snehlatha Sayed
Mother of Syed Umar

As parents it is a pleasure to attend all the
functions and also gain understanding of
how the children are learning at TWS. I
appreciate that all students are given
equal opportunity to participate which
encourages them and boosts their
condence.
Mrs. Vandana Dadel
Mother of Johanna Sneha Bara

Fabulous Housekeeping, hospitality &
delicious food with proper hygiene;
Proves a world class school
S. Mazumdar
Vice District Governor

TESTIMONIALS

It’s great to see that children have
enjoyed their Weekend Picnic.
Appreciate all of you for having thought
of this activity. Thanks to all for taking care
of the students and supporting them
whenever they want.

20
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I am extremely thankful to Taurian School
Management for organizing events like
Essay Writing competitions from time to
time for student knowledge upgradation
Mr. Anup Ranjan
Father of Akash Ranjan

Congratulations to entire team of TWS.
Improvement in National Ranking is
indicator for addition of responsibility for
sustenance. We are proud to be part of
Taurian World School Family.
Mr. S.K. Mishra
Father of Abhinav Mishra

It was indeed a plasure for me that my
child is in safe hands and she has really
achieved great values. She is developed
into a good and a better person.
Mrs. Durga Devi Kulkeria
Mother of Shaili Kulkeria

Ranked #1 in Jharkhand & #12 in India
*EducationWorld, New Delhi, India School Rankings 2011-2019

Ranked #1 in Jharkhand & Ranked #15 in India
*Education today, Bangalore, India School Merit Awards 2016-2019

Contact Information
9308991112 / 3 / 4
mail@tws.edu.in
www.tws.edu.in

Address
Village Hazam,P.O. Dundigara, Ranchi - 835221, Jharkhand

